JUDGING MEASURES
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I. INTRODUCTION

A recent article in the New York Times reported on research into the decisions of a set of sixteen immigration judges.1 The sixteen judges had all received executive branch appointments after having been “vetted” for their political bona fides2—presumably their allegiance to the President’s policies. Under applicable civil service laws,3 such vetting was improper; selection was supposed to be non-partisan, based on merit without regard to the political affiliation and beliefs of the applicant.4 An examination of over one-hundred asylum decisions made by these judges, as compared to the norm in their jurisdictions, found that nine of them denied asylum claims at higher rates.5 The higher rates of asylum denial, the article suggested, followed from the inappropriate vetting.6 Commentators interviewed for the article suggested that these improperly selected judges should perhaps resign and seek reappointment or be moved to nonadjudicatory positions.7

The Times article is interesting for a number of reasons. First, the article reports on an attempt to systematically measure the effects on judicial decision-making of a selection system that took the political viewpoint of the judicial candidate into account as part of the selection process. Second, although the results of the study are suggestive, there is little attempt to think critically about whether the results necessarily point to the conclusions that are drawn—that is, that these judges are trying to push a political agenda to deny more asylum claims. It is equally plausible that these judges (especially the nine who denied claims at higher rates) had higher than normal levels of experience with asylum claims and, therefore, had a better than average understanding of which claimants were credible. Would the presence of this greater skepticism based upon experience—if genuine—negate the inference that these judges have been acting in a politically-biased fashion? Alternatively, perhaps these judges have different judicial philosophies about how to interpret the immigration laws (e.g., strictly
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and narrowly as opposed to loosely). Would this difference in interpretive philosophies count as political bias? Third, consider whether the use of these simple measures (grant asylum claim = liberal; reject asylum claim = conservative), and the accompanying public disclosure, could have any effect on the future decisions of these or other immigration judges. As best we can tell, none of the sixteen judges was willing to be interviewed for the Times article, which is not surprising: judges usually explain their decisions in written or oral opinions, not in later comments and justifications offered to journalists or academics.

This Essay attempts to address some of the questions and issues raised by the Times article. We advocate for the value of measuring judicial performance and the need to push the measurement project forward. But we also recognize that if the measurement project is to advance, changes to the research model must be made. The simple measures often used today, while necessary, cannot be relied on exclusively. In order to achieve a more reliable and useful measurement, judges must be involved in the process of arriving at the right characteristics to measure and the right ways to measure them. And, particularly if judges are involved in improving the quality of data collection and measurement, the inherent dangers in empirical analysis must not only be recognized but also navigated.

The Essay proceeds in three parts. Part II sets out the value of measuring judicial behavior. It then proposes collaboration between judges and researchers to identify appropriate characteristics of good judging, to determine what are fitting, measurable proxies for these characteristics, to collect the measurements, and to interpret the data. Part III reviews the existing body of scholarship that attempts to measure judicial behavior and exposes its inadequacy. As a way of filling the void and also beginning the dialogue between judges and scholars, Part IV argues for an initial focus on federal trial courts and suggests some important measures for the performance of federal district court judges.

II. UNANSWERED QUESTIONS

The optimal design of legal institutions is a central theme in legal scholarship. Consider the following ten questions, each of which deals with foundational design issues relating to judges, and each of which could be illuminated, if not fully answered, by empirical analysis:

---

8 The study addressed in the article did not compare the nine or sixteen judges to other judges at a similar early stage in their careers. See id. It is possible that new judges are less likely to grant asylum claims whether the judges are vetted or not. It also could be that the newness of their appointment may be combined with other possible factors; for example, if immigration judges are given a goal to aim at—a typical asylum grant rate—it may be that new judges are more determined to come in at the goal than more experienced judges, whether because new judges are less surefooted, more desirous of approval and promotion, or for other reasons.

9 See infra Part III(A).
• Should judges be selected by public elections, judicial elections, executive appointment, or by a civil service entrance exam?

• Should judicial salaries be set at, below, or above the market wage for equivalent lawyers, and should judges be permitted to earn outside income?

• How many levels of appeal are optimal and does the answer to that question differ as a function of the relevant substantive law?

• What is the value of racial, gender, age, religious, and other types of diversity in the judiciary and does this value depend on whether the particular court is a multimember court?

• What is the best method of promotion to the higher courts and selection to the highest court?

• Should judges be given life appointments or be required to retire at a certain age?

• What kind of staffing should be provided to judges, including whether judges should be provided with one or more law clerks and whether these law clerks should hold the position for long periods of time?

• Is there any measurable difference in performance between judges with a background in the private sector as compared to those with a background in the public sector?

• Do specialized courts produce better opinions and more consistent rulings than non-specialized courts?

• Should judges be subject to time limits to resolve pending matters?

These questions, and the many others that could be posed, can be answered empirically, in large part because of the rich possibilities for comparative analysis. Courts within the United States and around the world vary widely in terms of their institutional design. For instance, some systems have life appointments, while others have mandatory retirement. Some systems provide for the election of judges; others appoint them or use entrance exams, while still others employ psychological testing. Certain judicial systems might pay relatively high salaries (as compared to the private sector), while others may choose to pay comparatively low ones. Some judges are provided with law clerks and other assistants, whereas others are not. Further, the amount of legal experience these judicial assistants possess varies widely across systems. To determine which features work the best, one could compare the performances of judges and courts in the different systems. All other things being equal, if courts with mandatory retirement, high wages, and a civil service structure produce

better justice than courts with life employment, low wages, and judicial elections,
then that might be an indicator of the superiority of the former set of features. From there, additional empirical tests could parse out the effects of the individual variables, the strength of these effects, and their interaction.

This is easier said than done. The first step in comparing any of the features of these divergent systems is to determine the quality of justice produced under each system. But how does one measure justice? The essence of judging is the exercise of judgment. Often there is no single, right outcome or approach. This is the case particularly at either end of the judicial spectrum: the highest court is likely to hear the most difficult cases presenting issues as to which there is no single “right” answer; the lowest courts are likely to be involved in case management and in the myriad discretionary decisions as to which there is no single “right” approach or finding.

That said, while it may not be easy to measure the resulting justice from a particular system feature, it is far from impossible. Judges are in the business of making decisions—usually, public decisions, with stated reasons, and their discretion is not unlimited. Similar issues or disputes recur in a variety of courts and the resolutions of these disputes can be compared and evaluated. Moreover, certain design features are likely to lead to a lower or higher quality of justice as those features become more extreme or vary radically from the norm. For example, judges in one jurisdiction who are severely overworked or understaffed probably perform less well according to certain measures—time to decision and adequate explanations for decisions—than those judges with fewer cases or more resources. And as with other crafts, there are artifacts—decisions or opinions—that can be expertly evaluated for the quality of decision-making.

To look at the scholarship which addresses questions relating to the optimal design of legal institutions would suggest that the measurement problem is largely insurmountable. There is scant empirical research tackling the basic question of how to compare the justice produced by courts with different institutional features. Relatedly, at least in the context of the United States, little is written about institutional reform of basic court characteristics. For example, one rarely comes across serious discussion of whether a civil service judicial system should be used in the United States, either in the state or in the federal system, despite the prevalence of such systems in Europe and Asia. Perhaps the dearth of empirical research on the quality of individual judges or courts reflects the view that exact measurement of judicial quality is not possible. But while perfect measurement of judicial performance is unlikely, there are few if any jobs where the quality of employee performance can be measured perfectly. For example, the quality of services provided by a doctor or lawyer eludes simple measurement. In each of these jobs, there is a heavy dose of judgment required of the service provider—and it is the exercise of that good judgment in

---

identifying problems and providing solutions that is most valued. But, as with judges, good judgment is difficult to measure in a quantifiable fashion.

Despite the measurement problems for doctors, lawyers, and many other professions and crafts, employers and customers figure out ways to measure their performances all the time. Employers and customers of these service providers have no other choice but to figure out ways to measure performance, even if the measure is crude. Otherwise, there would be no method for determining selection and compensation. For example, lawyers are often paid in terms of the number of hours worked and are evaluated by employers on those terms as well. The measure is both crude and open to manipulation. But at some level, the employer knows, for example, that the law firm associate who billed 2,500 hours probably is working harder than the one who billed a mere 1,600 hours. With senior litigators or transactional lawyers, one might use other measures such as rates of victory, settlement, or deal completion. Prosecutors might be measured by the number of indictments, the number of closed cases, or their conviction rate within a certain time period. While these are imperfect measures and subject to manipulation and abuse by both employer and employee, they are used because even imperfect measures can provide useful information and can shape the way employees behave.

Judges and courts should be no different. Imperfect comparative information should have utility in evaluating the judiciary and determining how best to reform it. Note that in comparison to most other service providers—who often work in isolation with clients on individualized problems and do not always produce public work-product—judges should be easier to measure because they produce public outcomes. That is, they generate decisions and orders in cases where the arguments being made are documented and so is the rationale for the decision or order. Because individual judges in different jurisdictions are often tackling very similar types of disputes and are producing the same types of outputs, there should be ways of looking at those outputs and comparing them across jurisdictions, with their differing institutional variables.

One of the curious aspects of some of the most obvious output measures is that they are not linear and only work best at the extremes. But this does not render them useless. For example, if the judges in one jurisdiction are consistently writing ten-page explanations for their decisions and the judges in another jurisdiction are writing one-sentence explanations for the same number and type of cases, that suggests that something different is going on in the two court systems and that it might be useful to inquire further. On the other hand, one would not conclude that a fifty-page opinion is better than a twenty-five-page opinion; it well might be worse. When opinions are drafted by law clerks who include information in the opinion that the judge may or may not want, a longer opinion could be one that has escaped serious editing by the judge—not a sign of a better judicial output. In reaching some conclusion about which is “better,” the solution might be to get a sense of the normal length of opinion for the type of case at issue. If a judge or a court deviates from this norm, it might be an indication of something gone awry or something working particularly well, and thus may be cause for further study and evaluation. For a similar example of the problem of non-linearity, consider reversal rates as between judges or courts. At
the extremes, comparing a judge who is rarely reversed with a judge who is frequently reversed, the reversal rate might well say something about the quality of the judge or the court on which the judge sits or by which the judge’s decisions are reviewed. However, one would not necessarily draw the conclusion that a judge who is reversed more often than another judge is a less effective judge. To the contrary, a judge who is rarely reversed may be knowingly or unknowingly manipulating the system to avoid review by placing the ground for decision on areas of discretion whether or not this is the principal ground of decision. Or the never-reversed judge may be one who is overly cautious and never exercises creativity or attempts even the most modest law reform, qualities that could be associated with judicial excellence. As with opinion length, a calculation of the normal reversal rate may help to evaluate those courts or judges whose reversal rate seriously deviates from the mean. Other output criteria can follow a similar pattern of comparison with the norm. For example, while the judge with the quickest time to decision might not be categorized as the “best,” significant deviation from the mean should be of interest.

Output measures of a different sort may provide for comparisons without reference to a norm. When there is a set of cases in which the facts are relatively similar, the decisions of judges can be compared. Sentencing statistics, for example, can yield data on whether judges treat litigants of different races and genders differently, and whether they are influenced by factors that the sentencing law might not deem relevant or appropriate. 12

There are input measures that could be used in the measurement project as well. One could look at the number of business contracts that specify that the parties have agreed to litigate disputes in front of a particular court. Or one could examine the substantive law that is chosen to govern contracts. Where they have a choice, contract lawyers will likely choose a system that they perceive is fair, subjects them to minimal delay, and possesses good judges. If the law and courts of New York State are consistently chosen in sophisticated corporate deals, particularly those in which the parties are not located in New York, this could be an indication of superior quality in that law and that court. Perhaps it means that the New York legislature is more attentive to legal issues and acts quickly whenever there are problems. 13 Or perhaps it means that the judges in New York are more familiar with corporate transactions and, thus, their decisions are fairer and more predictable. Either way, the data on the rates at which different laws are chosen in contracts allows for a plausible inference about law or court


13 Part of the appeal of empirical research is that scholars may be able to determine whether it is the substantive laws or the quality of the courts or judges that attracts parties to contracts to choose these forums.
Similarly, one could estimate the relative numbers of cases going into private arbitration systems as opposed to the state-sponsored judicial system. Whether this number is comparatively high or low might provide insight into the perceived fairness, effectiveness or efficiency of arbitration versus court litigation. Alternatively, members of the bar, litigants, or members of the public could be surveyed to determine their knowledge and attitudes about the courts. At least, such a survey measurement would provide a measure of public confidence in the official court system, the attainment of which is probably one goal of all court systems.

In deciding which of these measures could be most useful in making a reasonable evaluation of the quality of justice, researchers would greatly benefit from the advice and input of individual judges and those agencies that serve the courts, such as the Federal Judicial Center. Making use of the expertise of the subjects of the study would enhance the usefulness and accuracy of the measures. Yet, in our experience, judges do not tend to react positively to attempts to measure relative court or judge performance. That reaction is not surprising. Judges are constrained by their office from defending or explaining their performance. They may fear that political actors from other branches of government or, in the case of elected judges, potential rivals for office will seize upon such data and attempt to use it in ways that are unfair and misleading. Most of us do not appreciate our job performance being measured. And such critiques are especially galling when done by those who understand little about the job in question. Academics would not want the quality of their research critiqued and worse, ranked, by judges with little or no

---

14 Of course, this assumes that the parties are of equal bargaining power. Simply looking at where cases are filed or removed to only gives an indication of which court or judge is preferred by that party, and this could indicate a "positive" assessment (the party thinks that the court or judge is efficient) or it could be a "negative" assessment (the party thinks that the court or judge is biased in its favor). Alternative explanations for the choice of law are also possible, such as path dependence. Empirical examination starting out with the premise that choice of law indicates legal quality will generally try to eliminate these other explanations before drawing inferences from the differential rates of choice. See, e.g., Stefan Voigt, Are International Merchants Stupid? Their Choice of Law Sheds Doubt on the Legal Origin Theory, 5 J. EMPIRICAL LEGAL STUD. 1, 10-11 (2008); Theodore Eisenberg & Geoffrey P. Miller, Ex Ante Choices of Law and Forum: An Empirical Analysis of Corporate Merger Agreements 2-3 (N.Y. Univ. Law & Econ. Research Paper No. 06-31, 2006), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=918735.

15 See, e.g., James L. Gibson et al., On the Legitimacy of National High Courts, 92 AM. POL. SCI. REV. 343 (1998) (analyzing public attitudes toward high courts in eighteen countries).

16 Arguably, public attitudes about the local court system are output rather than input measures. For purposes of our discussion, we refer to the formal outputs of courts—decisions, rulings, opinions—as outputs, and the attitudes, perceptions, and choices of those using the system as inputs. Each set provides an indication, albeit incomplete, of court quality.

experience with academic research.\textsuperscript{18} Judges are no different.\textsuperscript{19} Further, by focusing on that which can be measured, empirical evaluations may put pressure on judges, in turn, to change the focus of their efforts. This could lead to distortion and to a devaluing of those important judicial functions and efforts for which no "credit" is awarded. But these concerns, fair as some of them are, do not mean that the measurement project should not proceed at all.

Most importantly, the measurement and evaluation is going to move ahead whether judges like it or not. Outside the legal academy, there is already a literature that purports to measure and compare the performances of court actors.\textsuperscript{20} Some of this is special pleading by interest groups in the context of judicial elections. Much of it is serious social science research. And that literature is only growing. For the most part though, that literature has tackled but a handful of the institutional design questions mentioned at the start of this Essay.

The solution, we suggest, is for researchers and judges to cooperate. With that cooperation, better measures of judicial behavior can be devised; more accurate data collection measures can be implemented; and a focus on collecting the type of data that can lead to improved institutional design can be brought to bear. Judges probably understand what they do better than academics. Further, they have research resources and access to data. In the U.S. context, there are at least two large research institutions with available resources—the Federal Judicial Center and the National Center for State Courts\textsuperscript{21}—that could collect data and process these improved measures. Moreover, if judges were to engage with the measurement debate, it is probable that the types of information that would be generated would help not only researchers, but also the judges themselves.\textsuperscript{22} Finally, if judges were involved, the limitations of the measures, and their possible distorting effects on future judicial behavior, would be identified, better understood, and perhaps overcome.

Getting judges interested in the measurement task could also improve researchers' access to information. Given the public nature of most judicial

\textsuperscript{18} In fact, the most prominent ranking of law school quality relies heavily on judicial evaluation of particular law schools.

\textsuperscript{19} In our experience, many judges deeply resent the "attitudinal" model. If turnabout is fair play, it might be amusing for some judge to study the political registration of academics and the positions they take in their research and scholarship. Perhaps some judge will undertake this study and develop a "meta" attitudinal model (those academics who subscribe to the attitudinal model of judging tend to be associated with a particular political registration or a degree of partisanship). Since academics also seek appointment to government and judicial posts, we might be able to develop measures of their independence from such concerns.


\textsuperscript{21} In addition to the FJC, discussed \textit{supra} note 17, the National Center for State Courts is an independent, nonprofit organization. Its mission is to improve the administration of justice through leadership and service to state courts, and courts around the world. National Center for State Courts, http://www.ncsconline.org.

\textsuperscript{22} See \textit{infra} Part IV.
output, data on judges is plentiful. But there are aspects of the judging job that are secret, such as how and when appellate judges prepare opinions in routine cases, whether bench memoranda are prepared by each judge’s staff, or whether there is one memorandum circulated among the chambers. Without judicial involvement, researchers often have to make assumptions about institutional practices—for example, regarding the levels of delegation to law clerks—based on anecdotal evidence. That is hardly an ideal starting point. If judges were to cooperate in the measurement process, they may decide it would be useful to help collect the data and then collaborate with researchers on the analysis of some of this information for everyone’s benefit.

Our goal is to urge a conversation between judges and the academics who study them; that is, we desire to persuade the researchers and, more importantly, the subjects of their study, that there is value to engaging in discussion and debate over measuring the judiciary. As a precursor—to show both how extensive the measurement literature is and how impoverished it is—Part III describes various measures that have been used already. Then, in Part IV, using the context of the U.S. federal trial courts, an area that has received scant attention in the empirical literature on judging, we make suggestions as to the types of measures that might be useful and that realistically could be attempted.

III. A PANOPLY OF MEASURES

Three bodies of literature dominated by scholars from economics and political science with a handful of contributions from legal scholars—and none, as best we can tell, in conversation with the other—bear upon our inquiry.

The first body of literature, primarily the product of scholars in development economics and finance, is interested in the question of how to set up institutions to spur economic growth (the focus often being developing or transition economies). And legal institutions—in particular, courts and laws—are key among the institutions studied.

The second body of literature is U.S.-based and comes largely from scholars in economics and political science. The objective is to use the variation among the judicial systems in the fifty states to determine whether electoral, appointment, or merit selection systems work best.

The third body of literature, primarily from political science and, more recently, the legal academy, asks how best to measure some variant of judicial quality, greatness, or reputation. Unlike the economic development literature on legal institutions, which looks at cross-country comparisons, or the elections versus non-election literature that looks at cross-state comparisons within the United States, this literature tends to have a localized focus, often on judges within a single system—such as the U.S. or the Australian appeals courts.

Below we describe in general terms some of the measures used in the three bodies of literature. We have two goals: first, to show that, largely outside of the legal academy, there already exists a large literature on the measurement of legal institution quality; and, second, given the inadequacies of the existing literature, to suggest that there is room for legal scholars and judges to contribute to the measurement literature by offering improvements to the possible measures.
A. Legal Institutions and Economic Growth

The intellectual history of the various iterations of the idea that law and legal institutions can affect economic growth and well-being is long and dates back to Max Weber, if not before. Serious attempts to measure and compare various legal institutions and systems and to relate those measures to growth, however, are of recent vintage. And those attempts are the product of the modern development economics and finance literature. The theoretical foundations come out of the work of Douglass North, Mancur Olson, and Oliver Williamson. Economic activity occurs most effectively in contexts where exchange is easy. Legal institutions serve to enable easy exchange in a variety of ways—for example, by providing clarity of property rights and flexibility in protecting against opportunism problems. Building on those theoretical foundations, scholars since have looked at a host of various proxies for the quality of legal institutions to see whether they relate to economic growth.

1. Broad Measures

Among the proxies used initially were levels of political instability and the nature of the political system, with the rationale that political instability or an authoritarian political system might reduce the protection given to individual property rights, thereby increasing the risks of engaging in economic activity.


24 See DOUGLASS C. NORTH, INSTITUTIONS, INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE AND ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE 8 (Cambridge Univ. Press 1990).


26 See ORGANIZATION THEORY: FROM CHESTER BARNARD TO THE PRESENT AND BEYOND 182 (Oliver E. Williamson ed., Oxford Univ. Press 1995).

27 The idea that robust property rights are key to ensuring economic growth is often associated with the work of De Soto. See generally HERNANDO DE SOTO, THE MYSTERY OF CAPITAL: WHY CAPITALISM TRIUMPHS IN THE WEST AND FAILS EVERYWHERE ELSE (Basic Books 2000).


29 Considerable evidence was found to suggest that political instability did hamper growth. See, e.g., Alberto Alesina & Roberto Perotti, Income Distribution, Political Instability, and Investment, 40 EUR. ECON. REV. 1203, 1225 (1996); Robert J. Barro & Jong-Wha Lee, Sources of Economic Growth, 40 CARNEGIE-ROCHESTER CONF. SERIES ON PUB. POL’Y 1, 1 (1994). The evidence that dictatorships reduced growth as posited, see Douglass C. North & Barry R. Weingast, Constitutions and Commitment: The Evolution of Institutions Governing Public Choice in Seventeenth-Century England, 49 J. ECON. HIST. 803, 807-08 (1989), was not as strong. Alberto Alesina & Roberto
Some scholars also looked at measures of country risk generated by intermediaries that were sold to private firms evaluating investment opportunities. These country risk measures tended to incorporate the risks to external capital of investing in particular economies. Other researchers have looked to proxies for the “rule of law,” such as confidence in the judiciary or corruption rankings—measured by surveys of business firms, legal practitioners and even legal scholars. Across a variety of these studies, common law jurisdictions have typically outperformed their civil law cousins.

In recent years, these broad survey-based measures have received special prominence in part because of the role the World Bank has played both in encouraging this research and in putting the insights from such research at the center of its economic development strategies. These proxies for legal quality are rough, measuring both a lot more and a lot less than legal quality. For example, the measures of country risk were often focused primarily on issues that mattered to foreign investors or, still problematic, large business firms which might not translate necessarily into what was relevant for the majority of transactors in the local economy.

---


2. Examining Specific Laws

Given the criticisms of the broad indicators, scholars began measuring more specific features of the legal system. Focus has been primarily on the levels of protections given to different types of property rights—protections to property rights being a key element of the theoretical foundations for this research. And this research yielded promising results. The protections provided, for example, to intellectual property rights, were found to positively correlate with various indicia of economic growth. More recently, the robustness of protections given to minority investor rights have been measured so as to determine the relationship between those protections and the growth of capital markets. Other areas of substantive law comparisons, as a way of explaining differential rates of capital markets growth, include bankruptcy laws (that could be compared in terms of their effectiveness in eliminating inefficient firms) and secured credit laws (that allow for collateral to be used effectively as a basis for financings). Although it is hard to argue with the premise that substantive law can make a difference in how legal institutions affect economic growth, measuring the effects of substantive law alone also is inadequate.

Among the problems with correlating these substantive laws to growth rates is that causality is difficult to determine; the correlations do not reveal whether robust legal rights caused the economic growth or resulted from it. In addition, as a theoretical matter, the examination of rights alone misses half the legal puzzle. Rights, on their own, do not necessarily translate into economic efficiency. Indeed, too many rights can sometimes bring a system to a standstill, as, for example, in the case of minority bondholders and debt restructurings in bonds governed by U.S. law. An effective legal system is one where the judges are able to understand and balance the hold-out risk posed by minority creditors.

---


35 Rafael La Porta et al., Legal Determinants of External Finance, 52 J. FIN. 1131, 1149 (1997).

36 Minority bondholders in the United States have the right to veto any restructuring of public debt that reduces the value of their claim. This right gives minority creditors power and would likely get measured by one of the above-mentioned studies as a high level of substantive rights. But taken on its own, such a veto right increases the costs of restructuring and reduces overall economic efficiency. Mark J. Roe, Voting Prohibition in Bond Workouts, 97 YALE L.J. 232, 279 (1987). These minority rights, particularly in sovereign bond restructurings, can cause delays in implementing workouts. See Lee C. Buchheit & G. Mitu Gulati, Sovereign Bonds and the Collective Will, 51 EMORY L.J. 1317, 1327 (2002).
against the risk of opportunism by majority creditors. Perhaps even more important to economic growth, one can tell a similar story with respect to intellectual property rights: grant too many of them and the result can be to deter innovation.\(^{37}\) Ideally, there needs to be a balancing between the grant of rights and a flexibility that protects against inefficient holdup by right holders. One way to have that balancing occur is through experienced, capable judges, who have adequate discretion, and who can recognize when to apply the right strictly and when not to.

Although the empirical focus has been primarily on measuring private laws such as corporate, intellectual property, and contract law, there is a sizeable theoretical literature that suggests that public laws matter enormously as well.\(^{38}\) Public laws arguably represent a bargain among the different segments of the population, with powerful interests promising not to expropriate from or disadvantage minority interests. In this vein, there have been attempts to measure the stability of constitutional bargains—for example, by looking at cross-country comparisons in the numbers of times basic constitutional provisions have been amended.\(^{39}\) Again, the measures are rough—driving some of our constitutional law colleagues to distraction. The point though is that scholars are coming up with creative ways of not only theorizing the importance of different laws, but coming up with measures to test their ideas.

3. Legal Origins

Responding to some of the foregoing criticisms—particularly the concern about determining causality—the strand of literature that has garnered the most attention in recent years falls under the rubric of "legal origins." The basic claim is the following: Jurisdictions with origins in the common law system, because of the considerable discretion that judges have in the law-making process as compared to civil law systems, are more likely to produce a legal system that induces economic growth. The suggestion also has been made that common law judges, because of the greater discretion and status given to them, are more likely to be independent of political control than their civil law counterparts and, therefore, more protective against encroachments by the state.\(^{40}\) It also may be that judges in code-based versus precedent-based systems have differential abilities to commit to efficient rules, ex-ante, and that, because of the different hiring and promotion systems, the incentives of common law judges are more in the direction of allowing creativity, whereas those in civil law systems are to


\(^{38}\) See, e.g., id.


push toward rule following. Finally, a number of articles link the substantive legal doctrines that come out of different systems (for example, the levels of rights of minority creditors) with the legal origins of the systems. Responding to the criticisms that examination of substantive rights alone is inadequate, more recent articles have looked in greater detail at not just substantive law, but also enforcement. For example, cross-country variation in the implementation of eviction for non-payment of rent and recovery on a bounced check has been examined in detail, down to the number of stages in the process, the degrees of formality of process, and the time it takes to receive recovery. Variation across jurisdictions has then been related to variance in legal origin. Again, the explanation given is often in terms of the different levels of discretion that common law and civil law judges have in law making—the discretion in common law systems, it is argued, allows more flexibility and informality and ultimately ease of transacting. To the extent these articles delve deeper into the question of how judges in different systems are likely to behave as a function of the different institutional structures in which they operate, the articles get closer to inquiring into potential judicial performance and represent an advance on the research that solely examined the substantive content of laws across countries.

Even if one accepts the notion that legal origins can help determine whether judicial incentives are properly aligned and judges are provided with good information, there are gaps in the story. The legal origin line of scholarship, for the most part, has made minimal progress in terms of measuring actual judicial performance. Good legal origins matter little if the judges running the system are of poor caliber. For example, among the virtues of the common law system that allows judges to take into account specific facts and craft efficient precedent for the future is that judges will produce detailed and nuanced explanations of their decisions that are widely distributed and serve to inform the legal

---


43 See Djankov et al., supra note 42, at 457-59.


community and other judges faced with similar cases. Civil law courts, by contrast, are characterized as producing terse decisions with little explanation that are often not distributed widely.\textsuperscript{46} But not all common law judges produce the types of published opinions envisioned. Incompetent judges will not provide the legal system with all the virtues that are posited for the common law; they may well do the reverse. While the logic of basic claims in the legal origins scholarship may make sense, the weight attached to the superiority of common law systems over civil law ones seems disproportionate to reality. Civil law based systems are not doing that badly on the economic growth front. And many economies with common law origins are not doing that well. Finally, there are the puzzles posed by systems like India and China—two systems that in sheer size dwarf much of the rest of the developing world—where economic growth rates in recent years have been high despite there being in one case an essentially non-functioning legal system (India) and in the other a one-party autocracy (China).\textsuperscript{47}

4. Measuring Independence

Moving in the direction of looking more carefully at key institutional features of a court system that might suggest high quality, some of the economic growth scholars have attempted to measure judicial quality. Their focus has been almost exclusively on one aspect of judicial behavior, independence—implicitly, making the claim that independence is the key aspect of an effective judicial system that promotes economic growth.

In order to measure and compare independence levels, scholars have had to look to various institutional features that might serve as proxies for independence. Included among these proxies are the methods of nominating or appointing judges of the highest courts, judges’ term lengths, the possibility of reappointment, the procedure for removing judges from office, judges’ pay and protections against reduction of income, the accessibility of the court, the presence (or lack thereof) of a general rule allocating cases to specific judges, and publication requirements concerning the decisions of the court.\textsuperscript{48} These

\textsuperscript{46} Id.


institutional features, the scholars argue, translate into judiciaries that can be expected to have more or less independence. Some of these assumptions, however, such as ones about high salaries translating into greater judicial independence or the relationship between the type of judicial appointment system and independence have not been rigorously tested.49

The focus of the empirical work on legal institutions and economic growth, with but a handful of exceptions, has been on cross-country variation. That is, scholars have looked at the relationship among variables indicating the quality of a country's legal institutions—as noted, many of which were extremely rough—and variables measuring economic growth.50 A smaller subset of economic research, also interested in measuring judicial independence, but focused on the U.S. courts, has examined the question of whether systems using judicial elections produce greater levels of independence than those using appointments or merit selection.51 Examining the variation within a single economic system like the U.S. has benefits in that a number of differences across countries that might have confounded the results from cross-country comparisons—such as differential trade policies, macroeconomic policies, central bank independence levels, and participation of the state in investment52—can be eliminated from the analysis. On the downside, the variation within a system tends to be lower than that in the international context and sometimes can be illusory.

A related literature that looks almost exclusively at one aspect of judicial independence focuses on whether judges are biased towards the policies and interests of the political parties they were affiliated with prior to becoming

Another innovative technique used to estimate judicial independence has evaluated the stock market reactions to laws providing greater judicial independence (the proxies for independence being protection for the judiciary from executive interference in termination and salary decisions). See Daniel Klerman & Paul G. Mahoney, The Value of Judicial Independence: Evidence from 18th Century England (Univ of Va. Law & Econ. Research Paper No. 03-12, Univ. S. Cal. Law & Pub. Pol'y Research Paper No. 04-2, Univ. S. Cal. Law Sch. Olin Research Paper No. 04-2, 2004), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=495642. Elsewhere, in the Japanese context, for example, decisions about the transfers of judges have been correlated with whether those judges ruled in favor or against the ruling party to examine whether judicial independence was being punished. See Ramseyer & Rasmussen, supra note 41.

50 See supra Part III(A).
51 See Choi et al., Are Judges Overpaid?, supra note 49, at 4; see also discussion infra Part III(B).
judges. Largely coming out of political science, the focus in this literature is primarily on the U.S. federal court system and does not attempt to compare court systems or individual judges in terms of their comparative levels of bias. Part of the reason for this, perhaps, is that while political bias is arguably the most salient measure of judicial independence in the U.S. federal system, other measures of independence such as corruption and fear of retaliation from the government are more important in other parts of the globe, and particularly so in the developing world. Given our focus on studies that attempt to measure and compare systems, therefore, we note this political bias literature only to the limited extent that it has been used in the comparative systems literature, which is in comparing the state systems in the U.S.

B. Electoral versus Non-Electoral Selection of Judges

A separate and smaller strain of empirical literature has been interested in the question of whether elections, appointments or merit selection systems produce the most effective court systems. The U.S. appears to be the only country that has enough variance in the types of systems used across different states such that this literature has been focused exclusively on the U.S.

While the literature on whether election, appointment or merit selection works best to select judges is large, much of it is not empirical. Initial attempts to empirically measure the performance of the different systems included cross-system comparisons of educational qualifications, prior legal experience, and even diversity levels. The ready objection to these comparisons is that it is by no means clear whether any one of these variables translates into judicial quality.

A recent set of articles, confronting the measurement question rigorously, uses a variety of tacks to compare the state systems in terms of judicial independence levels. The premise in most of these studies is that independence is the key aspect of a well-functioning judicial system. We describe some of the measures used by both political scientists and economists below.

Political scientists, seeking to compare elected versus appointed judges, have tapped into what one might think of as traditional assumptions regarding voter concerns about judges. Given the frequent rhetoric about "activist" judges
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who are too lax on criminal defendants, one might expect that judges seeking the approval of voters will be tougher on crime than those who can rule without concern about voter approval. And in some studies, appointed judges were found more likely to favor criminal defendants than elected judges. In the same vein, scholars also have found that the behavior of elected judges differs significantly from those of non-elected judges in the death penalty context. Tapping into another traditional concern regarding elected judges—that they are beholden to financial contributors—scholars also have assessed whether judges in electoral states show favoritism toward business interests that have contributed toward their election campaigns.

Economists, seeking to get at the same question, have used different measures. One such measure has been to compare tort awards against out-of-state corporations in electoral states versus those in non-electoral ones. The former being higher, the argument is that the incentives of elected judges are to redistribute wealth from out-of-state corporations to in-state voters and to please the local trial bar. Scholars also have compared litigation rates in electoral versus non-electoral states. They argue that the greater amount of litigation in non-electoral states can be explained by the fact that judges in election states are under more pressure to retain their jobs and therefore decide cases more consistently. In a related study, the size of bureaucracies in electoral versus non-electoral states were compared. The larger size in non-electoral states, it is argued, is related to independence levels of the judiciary because government agencies in non-electoral states have to engage in more defensive efforts to protect themselves against judges who are unconstrained by the voters. Employment discrimination claims have been found to be more numerous in electoral than in non-electoral ones. Here, the explanation is that elected judges, seeking voters’ approval and lacking independence from the voters, are more

likely to rule in favor of employees than appointed judges. Finally, scholars also have examined whether judges, whatever their party affiliation, adjust their behavior to please "retention agents"—those who decide whether a judge will be retained or not. The finding is that judges are more likely to vote in favor of traditional Republican interests when retention agents are Republicans, and are more likely to vote in favor of traditional Democratic interests when retention agents are Democrats. And the effect is larger when the retention process is electoral than when it involves reappointment.

A handful of articles have sought to go beyond just measuring independence and have looked at broader measures of judicial performance. The argument in favor of looking to broader measures is simple—that it is not enough to have judges be independent because independent judges who are incompetent or lack diligence will not provide quality judging. In this vein, although seeking to compare electoral and non-electoral systems was not their primary goal, Landes and Posner's classic 1980 article found that citations (including federal and out-of-state citations) of state high court opinions were uncorrelated with selection system. Also attempting to get at broader measures of judicial quality than aspects of independence, scholars have turned to survey measures. These have included surveys of senior attorneys at large companies evaluating the different states in terms of their attractiveness for business and surveys of judges rating their own state systems. The surveys are attractive in that they are broad measures. But they have problems too because they are subjective evaluations by actors who not only have biases but who also do not always have the information necessary to perform a comparative analysis of the various systems.

Seeking to get at a broader measure for judicial quality, taking into account both insights related to judicial incentives in job retention and likely political biases driven by party affiliation, legal scholars Choi, Posner and Gulati use a composite measure that combines three different aspects of the judicial task: effort, quality and independence. As proxies for the three aspects of the job they use the length and number of published opinions (effort), numbers of outside citations (quality) and frequency of open disagreement with judges of the same party affiliation (independence). Using this combined measure for effort, quality and independence, the various states are compared to see whether elected judges perform differently than non-elected ones. There do turn out to be differences in relative performance, but the strong suggestion of much of the
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63 Shepherd, supra note 55.
66 Choi et al., supra note 49, Which States Have the Best (and Worst) High Courts?, at 4.
scholarship that elected judges perform worse than non-elected ones is not borne out. 67

C. Ranking Judges and Courts

The two sets of measures discussed above were aimed at helping to answer particular theoretical questions: first, whether legal institution quality impacts economic growth and, second, whether elected judiciaries perform better than non-elected ones. As a function of the theoretical starting points of each inquiry, the measures took a particular shape. The third body of literature is primarily concerned with ranking and comparing individual judges. The researcher might, for example, be trying to determine measures that would reveal greatness in Supreme Court Justices. For the most part, given concerns with possible bias in the rankings, researchers have sought to use objective and verifiable measures—the dominant category being citation counts, which come in various forms.

The starting point for this scholarship is Mott’s 1936 article. 68 Seeking to rank the various U.S. state high courts in terms of their relative quality, Professor Mott used three different measures. The measures included surveying law professors about what they thought of the different state courts, counting the numbers of cases from the different states that were included in casebooks, and comparing the number of inter-state citations obtained by each state high court. 69 The next important article in this line was written by Caldeira. 70 Also seeking to rank the state courts, Professor Caldeira used only the citation-count measure (albeit modifying it so that no state was allowed to disproportionately influence the measure). 71 Looking to go beyond a simple ranking though, the focus of his inquiry was into the factors that result in high citations for some states and low ones for others. 72 Later in other papers, he also sought to examine the factors determining why courts cited each other. 73 Recently, scholars have sought to update the Mott and Caldeira results and also to fine-tune the measures by, for

68 Rodney L. Mott, Judicial Influence, 30 AM. POL. SCI. REV. 295 (1936).
69 Id. at 299.
70 Gregory A. Caldeira, In the Mirror of the Justices: Sources of Greatness on the Supreme Court, 10 POL. BEHAV. 247 (1988).
71 Id.
72 Id.
example, using different types of citation counts. Those have included broader measures that looked not only to citations by state courts to each other, but also citations by a variety of other courts and in treatises and law reviews. Among the narrower measures used have been the Shepherd's designation of cases being "followed," in effect for a citation being especially strong.

Of a more recent vintage is the line of scholarship seeking to rank individual judge performance. This scholarship has largely focused on the U.S. federal courts. Caldeira's work once again was pioneering. In 1988, he examined the question of how to quantify judicial greatness. To determine greatness (and the factors that produced it), he tallied the names mentioned in various non-empirical scholarly discussions of the great justices. Also attempting to quantify greatness, Posner, in an analysis of Benjamin Cardozo used a variety of citation measures to quantify Justice Cardozo's reputation. Posner later applied a similar methodology in his analysis of Learned Hand. Following in this vein have been multiple studies that compared the performances of U.S. federal courts of appeals judges. Here also, scholars have gone beyond the basic citation counts, by eliminating negative citations, string citations, and boilerplate citations, and by looking at measures such as invocations (the number of times a judge is explicitly mentioned by name, in the context of a citation). Similar methodologies also have been applied to analyze judicial performances in Australia and New Zealand. Unpacking citation counts further, Choi and Gulati have sought to measure the degree of bias in citations (such as whether judges engage in reciprocal citations or biased citations based on political affiliation). Those bias estimations for individual judges were then used to construct a ranking of the judges in terms of the different levels of citation bias.

75 Dear & Jessen, supra note 74, at 683.
76 Caldeira, supra note 70, at 247-48.
77 Id. at 250.
80 See, e.g., Baker, supra note 49.
83 Stephen J. Choi & G. Mitu Gulati, Ranking Judges According to Citation Bias (As a Means to Reduce Bias), 82 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 1279, 1303-06 (2007).
Seeking to broaden the evaluation of judicial performance beyond citations, Choi and Gulati combined measures for effort (publication rates), quality (citations) and independence (disagreement with same party judges as compared to disagreement across party lines).\textsuperscript{84} Other scholars, seeking to improve the Choi and Gulati measures, added in measures such as rates of reversal of the various appeals court judges by the Supreme Court.\textsuperscript{85}

Cross-country comparisons in this line of scholarship are rare. That may be because the favored measures of those in the ranking business—citations—depend crucially on judges issuing opinions where the authors are identified. Many countries, however, are not in the business of judges issuing individual opinions, let alone dissents. To rank courts across countries, therefore, other measures need to be devised. Again, Caldeira's research is at the forefront of cross-country comparisons of judicial/court value. Along with Gibson and Baird, Caldeira used surveys of members of the general public to determine a court's level of institutional support from the public.\textsuperscript{86} The goal in this research is to determine those factors that lead to public views about court legitimacy.\textsuperscript{87}

We have by no means exhausted the list of measures used. For example, in seeking to determine whether higher judicial salaries translate into better judicial performance, Baker estimated comparative measures for both the time it took various U.S. federal appeals court judges to decide a case and also their relative degree of bias when voting on politically charged cases.\textsuperscript{88} Elsewhere, scholars have compared the voting patterns of judges appointed by different patrons, for example, to determine whether judges appointed by, for example, President Clinton, were more liberal than those appointed by President Reagan or either President George H. Bush or George W. Bush.\textsuperscript{89}

The various measures used are all flawed—each capturing a narrow perspective of the full portrait. But it is difficult to claim that these various studies, when put together, do not shed light on judicial performance and institutional design. One can quibble with the conclusions, but common law jurisdictions appear to do justice differently from civil law ones and elected judges respond differently to incentives than their non-elected counterparts. And while one can argue about whether citation counts, invocations or the number of cases that enter the casebooks measure anything close to quality (or instead merely measure vanity or judicial self-marketing), the fact remains that when one judge has five times the number of citations than her colleagues, one can conclude that the judge is likely writing opinions that are more lucid, more adventuresome, more creative, more scholarly, more well-reasoned or more

\textsuperscript{84} But cf. Choi et al., Are Judges Overpaid?, supra note 49, at 20-23.
\textsuperscript{85} Frank B. Cross & Stefanie Lindquist, Judging the Judges, 16-17 (unpublished manuscript on file with authors).
\textsuperscript{87} Id.
\textsuperscript{88} Baker, supra note 49, at 86-89, 101-105.
\textsuperscript{89} Glick & Emmert, supra note 54.
readable than her compatriots. Not all of these attributes may be good, but something is happening which in turn can shed light on how the institution is working.

IV. ALTERNATE MEASURES OF JUDICIAL PERFORMANCE: THE FEDERAL TRIAL COURTS

We began Part II with a set of basic institutional design questions about courts. As discussed in Part III, the academic literature on judicial measurement has attempted to get at a handful of these questions such as whether elected judges perform better than appointed ones. But, overall, the surface has barely been scratched in terms of our knowledge about the optimal institutional design of the judiciary. In this section, we propose a handful of new measures aimed explicitly at the kinds of institutional design questions that we think would interest judges and focused in significant part on the United States district courts. 90

We choose to focus primarily on the United States district courts for three reasons. First, it is the trial courts where most law happens. That is, the trial courts are the final arbiters of the overwhelming majority of disputes. Second, given the relative lack of scrutiny that the lower courts receive, and the greater numbers of judges and districts as compared to the circuit courts, this is also where differences in institutions are most likely to show up. Third, the literature on judicial measurement has largely ignored the question of how best to measure trial court performance.

More concretely, imagine a researcher seeking to compare the performance of the Indian judicial system to that of the United States or United Kingdom. The easiest tack to take might be to compare the Supreme Courts of the relevant jurisdictions—these are certainly the courts about which the best information is likely to be available. We suspect that although there would be differences, the performances of the justices of the Indian Supreme Court would be similar to their American or English counterparts. But we predict that the differences in the performances of the trial courts in these countries will be much greater—precisely because it is in this location that differences in court resources, judicial selection mechanisms, and caseload, to name a few, are likely to show up. If researchers are, therefore, interested in whether the common law courts of England and the United States are working better for business groups than the civil law courts of Germany and France, it is the trial courts that are most relevant, not the high courts where business disputes are rarely heard. A similar argument applies to inquiries into whether elected judiciaries work better than non-elected ones—the difference in sheer number of judges and actual dispositions available for study would suggest that a more complete picture would result from a comparative analysis of trial courts. This is not to say that

90 In Part IV(F) infra, we offer some measures specific to assessing a judge’s independence from prosecutors that might be more useful in the state court context and in Part IV(H) infra, we offer some measures specifically suited to appellate courts.
comparing the performances of the high courts is irrelevant, but simply that a comparison of the performances of the trial courts is likely to be more revealing and lead to more significant knowledge about institutional design.

In proposing these measures for the federal trial courts, we attempt to take the perspective of a judge who is interested in how the data might help shed light on institutional reform. In our experience, most judges are interested to learn how other judges handle their cases, organize their chambers, and manage their courts. Because judges, for the most part, do not compete with one another for promotions or salary increases, they do not feel the same constraints that other professionals might feel in discussing the virtues of their internal procedures. And most judges that we know are keenly interested in whether there are better ways to organize themselves which might lead to greater efficiency or fairness. Whenever district judges gather there will be discussion of such topics as: how best to pick a jury, how to deal with the complexities of class actions, whether to hire a secretary or an additional law clerk, whether to hire a career law clerk or a term clerk, how best to use magistrate judges, and how to sentence during this period of uncertainty under the sentencing guidelines. Appellate judges have similar discussions.

Judges should be interested in having the topics of such intense informal discussion systematically studied so that firmer conclusions can be drawn about the efficacy of different approaches and techniques. Once it is established that certain practices are generally preferable, many judges will want to know how they compare against these best practices and will make individual decisions about whether to adopt new practices. Where the empirical evidence is clear, it may be expected over time that institutional pressure will be brought to bear on judges who follow the less effective practice, perhaps through local court or national Judicial Conference policies and rulemaking.

How might we identify those measures that could be equated with a best practice? This will require empirical study as to some of the measures. Before proposing new measures though, we briefly examine in Section A the applicability to the trial court of two frequently used measures for the appeals courts: publication rates and citation rates. In Sections B through F, we propose several ways of measuring judicial behavior at the trial court level. In Section G, we discuss new ways of measuring appellate judge behavior.

**A. Publication and Citation Rates**

A key element of the task of an appeals court judge is to explicate the law; that is, to explain her decisions in a manner that enables others to understand the rationale for the decision and to be guided or bound by that explanation in future cases or circumstances. Publication of reasoned decisions, therefore, is a key element of the job. Judges who are publishing many fewer or shorter decisions than others are doing something differently. For much the same reasons, citation rates also are arguably relevant for assessment of an appeals court judge’s performance. If part of the appellate judge’s task is to explain the law in published decisions so that others can use and be bound by those explanations, then a comparison of how much the decisions of the different judges are actually
being used should shed light on whether that aspect of the job is being performed fully.

For trial courts though, and certainly for the United States district courts, while providing written explanations of decisions is an important part of the job, doing so in “published” form is arguably not as significant an aspect of the job. As an initial matter, the decisions of a district judge are not binding on any other judge, not even the issuing judge presiding over a different matter. Moreover, it is not even clear what it means to “publish” a decision in the district court. Now that all opinions must be made available on-line on the courts’ websites, and given that district court opinions have no precedential value, one can ask: What is the point of a district judge designating an opinion for publication in the Federal Supplement or one of the on-line services? From a measurement perspective, the answer is that a trial judge choosing to send her opinion to Westlaw for publication has made a choice largely independent of the requirements of the job. The follow-up question then is: what does this choice signify? Perhaps by designating the opinion for “publication” the district judge vouches for the opinion—signaling confidence in the opinion and its usefulness to other judges—and, therefore, increases the likelihood that others will come across it. Most likely, the judge in question has worked harder on polishing and editing the opinion than she would have had she not been planning to designate it as “for publication.” One can infer from the foregoing that, at least along one axis—effort put into polishing and editing the statement of reasons in a case—and adjusting for caseloads, the judges choosing to publish more opinions are working harder on their opinions. And this is not an unimportant axis. Litigants probably value a better articulated statement of reasons in the court’s decision. It not only reassures the litigants that the judge thought hard about their case, but the clarity of rationale for the decision makes errors more obvious and enables an easier appeal than if the litigants had to speculate about the trials judge’s rationale. There are also general public good values to having better articulated statements of the law—namely, that lawyers and other judges are provided with guidance. Finally, although this may be a stretch, it is possible to infer that the judges who exert more effort along the publication axis are also likely to be exerting more effort along other axes. That is, they are all-around hard workers.

But there are other possibilities. Some judges may enjoy having their opinions published by the leading law publishers, regardless of quality. That is, the publication designation might not be an indicator of higher quality and, therefore, higher usefulness to other judges, but rather simple self-promotion. Alternatively, and more interesting, it may be that judges who publish a lot are
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92 Alternatively, it may be that some trial judges are auditioning for promotion to the appeals court and wish to demonstrate skill at the type of task that an appeals court judge is expected to perform regularly. An interesting question to ask using publication and citation rates, therefore, might be whether the trial judges who publish and are cited the most are indeed the ones who get promoted to the appeals court. This seems unlikely, particularly since in the context of judicial appointments, a written record sometimes hurts a candidate for promotion or appointment.
spending more effort on polishing their opinions and less effort on other judicial work and values, such as getting the decision out in timely manner, presiding over other trials and deciding other motions. It would be fairly simple to measure whether published opinions take more time than unpublished. If we could also devise a means to measure effort spent on trials and motions, which we might do using various measures of efficiency, then the question of whether high publication rates result in less effort on trials and motions could be examined. If it does turn out to be the case that high rates of publication are invariably associated with lower effort on trials and motions, and with a significantly longer time to decision, that would seem to suggest a problem with the decision to publish. And from an institutional design perspective, it might suggest that judges should not be given as much unguided discretion in terms of choosing what to publish.

The above discussion assumes that the judges under consideration have comparable case loads. When the judges do not have comparable caseloads, differences in publication rates might be an indicator of a variety of things. For judges with lower or less complex caseloads, the decision to fill up their day by polishing up their written opinions might show their industry. But for judges in jurisdictions with higher or more complex caseloads and larger backlogs of cases, the expenditure of resources on publication might be wasteful from an institutional design perspective. For district judges with similar medium-to-high caseloads, we might look to citation rates not simply as a measure of the judge’s opinion-writing ability, but also as a way to evaluate the judge’s decision to spend time polishing and publicizing a decision rather than performing other judicial tasks. So a high designation for publication rate, particularly when coupled with a low citation rate, might suggest that the judge is not spending her time in the optimal fashion. And a higher-than-normal reversal rate for a judge’s published decisions might indicate a particularly poor use of time. On the other hand, published decisions may address unsettled areas of the law and hence would be more likely to result in disagreement and reversal.

Publication rates can also yield information in terms of strategic behavior. It is possible, for example, that a judge may want to influence an area of the law of particular interest to the judge. If so, such a judge may focus his publication

93 While it would be time-consuming and impractical to track the precise number of hours spent drafting an opinion, the time to decision might serve as an appropriate measure of this.
95 See generally id. at 20. Alternatively, judges in low caseload districts may make themselves available to take cases from districts that have higher caseloads. This is easily accomplished within the same circuit. Any evaluation of the comparative benefits of how judges spend their time should take into account whether the judge could be assigned additional cases from other districts.
96 It is possible that by publishing an opinion the district court is signaling the importance of the case to the appellate court as well as creating the possibility that other district judges will rely on the opinion. An additional measure of study could be whether a district judge’s consideration of publication should include a calculation of whether the very fact of publication may increase the likelihood of reversal.
efforts in specific areas. Or, to the extent publication increases the possibility of reversal, judges might choose to publish more or less depending on the identities of those on the relevant court of appeals.\textsuperscript{97}

Judges, we suspect, often do not have a clear sense of whether they should be publishing more or less and how important publication is to the performance of their job. They also probably do not have a sense of whether their colleagues are using the choice to publish in a strategic fashion (and we do not mean to use the term "strategic" pejoratively). Information about the differences in practices would be useful in generating a debate among judges and policy makers about how best to improve the system.

**B. The Setting of Trial Dates**

In its study of the Civil Justice Reform Act and the various pilot programs that were established under the Act, the 1997 RAND report found "that an early and firm trial schedule, combined with limited time for discovery, can reduce delay in complex civil litigation without increasing costs."\textsuperscript{98} This finding was not controversial at the time and continues to ring true. A judge intent on improving her handling of civil litigation might want to know whether by comparison to other judges she tends to set a firm trial date at an early point in the litigation or whether, again by comparison, she is more prone to grant continuances or to re-set the trial date because of the demands of her own caseload. She may wish to know whether she is setting the same kinds of discovery time limits as other judges in comparable cases. Given the importance of these two management tools, judges might wish to know whether they or members of their staffs, such as calendar clerks, are effectively managing their civil dockets, at least by comparison to what other judges with similar caseloads are doing.

Based on the foregoing, one measure of judicial efficiency at the trial level might be to answer whether a judge or court sets an early and firm trial date with a limited time for discovery. Studies, like the RAND study, might further refine this measure so that we could determine optimal times for discovery and for pre-trial activity depending on the type of case. Even until such refinement, judges would be eager to know whether they are out of step with other judges in comparable courts or with other judges in their same court. Such a measure could be used to compare courts and judges across jurisdictions. It could also be used to measure different judicial selection methods: for example, it is possible that elected judges are less independent of the bar and therefore more willing to


grant continuances at the request of any lawyer. Because lawyers generally do not bear the main cost of delay—the parties usually do—and because motions for continuance are often the result of some conflict that the lawyer has, the judge who insists on a firm trial date will make few friends in the bar and probably gain little compensating support from the litigants who tend to receive information about their case through the lens of their lawyer.

C. The Use of Law Clerks

With additional study, similar case management or chambers management techniques might be identified and raised to the level of a best practice and hence a measure of judicial excellence. We might study how judges use their law clerks; whether they use the clerks primarily to do background research or whether they use them in the drafting of opinions. We might try to evaluate these different approaches. Or we might want to know whether law clerks with actual legal experience perform better than those straight out of law school. Those judges who hire career law clerks believe that by avoiding the yearly or bi-yearly turnover of clerks, they save significant amounts of time in selecting and training their clerks and that more experienced law clerks are more efficient and exercise better judgment. Judges who prefer term clerks often concede the efficiency of the career clerk; indeed, they fear this efficiency and the possible reliance it could bring. A persuasive study of these issues relating to law clerks might require surveys, interviews, and perhaps internal observational studies of the workings of chambers and the decisional process. There are other similar kinds of internal organization that would bear study and evaluation, such as the use of magistrate judges or master calendaring systems.

D. Speed of Decision

We would probably agree that a good trial judge decides pending motions expeditiously, even though we could not fix an exact optimal time for all motions for all similarly-situated judges. Here, we would be content to know whether individual judges are resolving such motions consistently with colleagues who have similar weighted caseloads. The judge who is either significantly faster or significantly slower might be considered either insufficiently deliberative or insufficiently decisive and efficient. In an effort to provide oversight of the speed to decision, federal judges now must report their "six month lists"—the number of motions in civil cases that have been under submission for over six months since the filing of the motion.99 The "six month list" is almost useless: the time period is triggered by filing, not by when the motion is fully briefed and ready for argument or decision. But giving judges an assessment of whether they are resolving submitted motions ready for decision as expeditiously as other judges managing similar caseloads would be useful information for judges. A judge too far off the median might reconsider how he does the job, whether he

needs to work harder or faster. Similarly, a comparison as between different
courts of the average or median time to decision of similar motions could lead to
some conclusions about different systems and their design. For example, if
courts without adequate staffing, such as law clerks, take significantly longer to
resolve submitted motions, then we have learned something about institutional
design. Accordingly, another useful measure for trial judges and courts might be
an assessment of the average and median time to decision of completed motions
and bench trials.

E. Sentencing

Sentencing is another area in which the average or median sentence and the
degree of variation have inherent normative stature since most would agree that
one aspect of a good sentencing system provides for a certain degree of
uniformity as between judges who sentence similarly-situated defendants for the
same crimes. In the federal system, prior to the Sentencing Reform Act, it was
common for pre-sentence reports, prepared by probation officers, to provide the
judge with median sentences, and percentiles, for the crime at issue both by
nation and by judicial district. Judges found the information useful. Thereafter
the sentencing guidelines served some of the same function; however, with the
new approach to sentencing under Booker,100 and the corresponding increase in
the frequency of departure from the guidelines, it may be that judges would find
the median and percentile information helpful once again. Interestingly,
sentencing data is not provided on a single judge’s sentencing history, although
the information could easily be compiled by the United States Sentencing
Commission. Such information could be useful to the individual judge who
would want to know whether he has been out of step with colleagues in other
courtrooms, particularly those in the same courthouse. The judge might also
want to know whether he has been internally consistent, because such
consistency is an aspect of justice and helps guard against improper or
inadequately-considered factors. A judge might particularly want to know under
what circumstances judges on the same court are willing to deviate from the
norm, and she might wish to know her own history on departure so as to attain at
least a greater degree of internal consistency when deciding to depart from the
norm. The absence of such information probably reflects political reality; judges
would like the information but not if it also would be provided to members of
Congress or members of the bar. Perhaps some members of either group would
use the information for improper purposes. Nonetheless, on balance, we think
that the information is too valuable not to collect and make available at least to
the judge, if not to others.

---

F. Independence

Another normative measure important in the trial court is the judge’s independence from the parties and the bar. There are different ways to get at this, but we would all agree that a judge should not feel coercive pressure from any litigant or member of the bar. This is particularly of concern in criminal cases. We could measure the degree of authority that the prosecutor has over the judge. For example, we could look at whether the prosecutor can peremptorily challenge the judge, effectively removing the judge from all criminal cases. Such power exists in California and is used by prosecutors to “school” judges who are deemed unfriendly to the prosecutors’ office.101 Or we might look at whether the prosecutor chooses the judge before whom a case will be tried and also decides when the case will go to trial. The recent Duke Lacrosse case is an example of how these powers can be abused.102 Finally, we might look at whether judges who are considered too demanding of the prosecutor or too favorable to the defense are routinely challenged at elections by prosecutors who wish to become judges and whether such challenges have the de facto support of the district attorney. Therefore, we propose that a possible measure of the independence of the judiciary could be constructed according to whether the judge can be removed by peremptory challenge by the prosecutor, whether the prosecutor indirectly or directly can choose the judge to hear specific cases, whether the prosecutor determines the timing of the trial, and whether the prosecution office will field a candidate to challenge a judge who is viewed as too lenient or defense oriented. From these measures a composite score for judicial independence in criminal cases could be assembled.

G. Appeal and Reversal Rates

We might consider whether appeal rates tell us much about the quality of the trial court. If some judges are having their decisions appealed at an exceptionally high rate, as compared to other judges in the same jurisdiction, that could suggest that those are poorly reasoned decisions producing erroneous outcomes. Again, there are other possibilities that would have to be examined as well. High appeal rates might also suggest that the judge writes cogent and well explained opinions that are easier to appeal. The high appeal rate could also be that judges on the appellate court appear to lack respect for the trial judge or disagree with his or her judicial philosophy (and that litigants, recognizing the conflict, appeal at higher rates).

Appeal rates can be parsed further for information by examining reversals as a function of the number of appeals. Reversals, at first cut, should be a finer measure of a judge’s error rate. That said, to compare judges across the same
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appellate jurisdiction in terms of their reversal rates, one would have to correct for other factors potentially influencing these rates such as caseloads, trial rates, and the subject matter of the cases.

Despite these qualms, there is probably some optimum rate of reversal in any judicial system. We would not want the rate to be zero because that could mean that the appellate judges are not diligently reviewing for error and it seems unlikely that all lower court decisions are correct. But we would not like to see a reversal rate that is significantly higher than the norm because this suggests that either the appellate court or the lower court or both are not doing their jobs as well as other courts, thereby inflicting cost, delay, and uncertainty on the litigants.

The point is that while there are perils to using reversal rates, there is information to be gleaned from them. Judges with reversal rates above the norm are likely doing something different than those below the norm. Assuming that the more frequently reversed judges know how to write opinions so as to avoid reversal, the fact that they are being reversed more often might suggest a greater willingness to be reversed due to disagreement with the appellate court's approach to certain legal issues or poorer understanding of the direction the appellate panel is likely to take. Of course, a higher reversal rate might just demonstrate a less careful or intelligent district judge. To glean additional insight and separate the various possibilities, the data can be parsed further. One can examine, for example, whether a judge's reversal rate depends on whether the appellate panel is made of judges appointed by a president of the same political party or of the same gender or race. One could compare, for example, a judge's reversal rates by panels of appeals court judges who share her political affiliation or judicial philosophy to reversal rates of panels that are of a different affiliation or philosophy. And that data can be fine-tuned further by separating reversals where there is a split vote (that is, one judge above dissents) to those where there is a unanimous vote. The difficult or close cases presumably will be those where a split vote is more likely. In addition, the number of reversals where oral argument is granted can be compared to the number where it is not. The grant of oral argument is usually a sign that the court considers the issues raised by the case non trivial—although the norms differ according to circuit and the data would have to be corrected for that. A judge whose reversal rate is different depending on the make up of the appellate panel is likely doing something different than a judge who has the same reversal rate regardless of the make up of those above. Similarly, a judge whose reversals are predominantly by split panels is likely doing something different than a judge whose reversals are by uniform panels (particularly if those uniform panels are made up of judges of the

\[103\] A similar measure could also be used, perhaps more effectively, on the Supreme Court.

\[104\] Reversal rates can also be calculated as a function of specific subject areas because some subject areas are more politically-heated than others. If a judge has a high reversal rate in both the politically-heated areas and in the mundane ones, then perhaps an inference can be drawn that it is not politics or judicial philosophy that is at work. Instead, the reversals of this judge's decisions are exercises in error correction. If, however, the judge is being reversed only in politically-heated areas, then it is not a stretch to infer that politics or judicial philosophy is playing a role.
same judicial philosophy as the trial judge). The point again is that there is an enormous amount of information available to be gleaned from such measures.

H. The Appellate Courts

Turning to the appellate courts, as with trial judges, a useful measure of the efficacy of the court is time to decision from the point of full briefing. Although readily available appellate statistics would not permit comparisons between individual judges—one suspects, however, that appellate courts maintain their own internal data on how quickly each judge circulates opinions and either joins or otherwise responds to the proposed majority opinion—aggregate information would permit comparisons to other courts. Again, faster decision-making would not necessarily lead us to conclude that the judges were more efficient or diligent, but we would be interested in deviations from the norm for similarly-situated courts. We could study the effects of workload and staffing on the time to decision. With court cooperation, we could also study the effects of certain internal procedures on time to decision. For example, it is no secret that the California appellate courts prepare their opinions before the case is set for oral argument. They do this because by state law the judges of the court will not be paid unless the opinion is released within a set period of time following the argument. Whether this leads to prompter decisions or simply delays the setting of the oral argument is open to study. Further, with court cooperation one might study the effect of different decision-making processes on outcomes. For example, if the California appellate courts prepare their opinions prior to the oral argument does this mean that the judges are less open to the substance of the oral argument and, if so, does this affect the quality of the opinion? Similarly, in both the state and federal court context, if only one judge’s staff prepares a memorandum on a pending appeal, does this tend to encourage less scrutiny by the two other judges such that the benefits of sitting in a panel are diminished?

With court cooperation, we could look more critically at the intersection of opinion preparation and opinion quality. If judges would identify those opinions in which the primary drafter was the judge, rather than a clerk, we could look to see if there are differences in the citation rates for those opinions as opposed to those principally prepared by law clerks. And, as to those opinions principally prepared by law clerks, we might look to see if there are differences in the citation or reversal rates for opinions prepared by career law clerks as compared to those prepared by term clerks. Perhaps on some anonymous basis judges might permit the veil to slip if only because judges would be interested in the outcomes of such a study.

105 Cal. Const. art. VI, § 19 (permitting the withholding of a judicial salary when any cause “remains pending and undetermined for 90 days after it has been submitted for decision”).
V. CONCLUSION

We have tried to suggest possible measures that are both practical and that would be of interest to judges and researchers alike. These measures can speak to institutional design and would give judges and others a basis on which to develop best practices. Our point is that there is much common ground on which researchers and judges may speak to one another. Certainly many who undertake empirical research wish not just to describe and evaluate the courts, but to provide information that is useful to judges and courts. Surely judges would welcome data that might confirm the value of current practices or suggest the benefits of reform. Let us begin.